
  

Cleveland Orchestra: Russian music  
with Tilson Thomas and Trifonov (March 9) 
 
by Daniel Hathaway 

 
Was it just a remarkable 
coincidence, or a pianistic 
hat trick? In the last three 
weekends, The Cleveland 
Orchestra has welcomed 
Jean-Yves Thibaudet, 
Yefim Bronfman, and 
Daniil Trifonov as soloists 
for its concerts in 
Severance Hall, joining 
guest conductors Matthias 
Pintscher, Nikolaj Znaider, 
and Michael Tilson 
Thomas in concertos by 

Ravel, Beethoven, and Prokofiev. That amounted to an undeclared midwinter festival 
of distinguished pianists and concertos. 
 
The Russian-born Trifonov, now 24, polished his talents across East Boulevard at the 
Cleveland Institute of Music under Sergei Babayan, and now maintains a 
dizzy-making schedule of appearances all over the globe. His performance of 
Prokofiev’s Second Concerto on Friday evening, March 8 was predictably masterful 
— dazzling but controlled, wild yet lucid.  
 
It would be intriguing to have been among the astonished audience that first heard 
this piece at Pavlovsk (near St. Petersburg) in September of 1913. Did the version the 
composer wrote down from memory ten years later to replace the score lost in the 
troubles of 1918 take some of the edge off a work that was clearly intended to épater 
les bourgeois? We’ll never know, but there’s plenty of Prokofiev’s intentional 
mischief left to savor. 
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Daniil Trifonov’s highly disciplined playing style — his body quiet, his hands always 
directly over the notes he’s about to play — gives few visual clues about the torrents 
of sound he can produce. His performance of the Second Concerto was spellbinding 
and drew a thunderous ovation from an audience that included a large segment of 
young people. His short, cheeky encore — No. 3 of Prokofiev’s Sarcasms — offered 
something of a petit reprise of what had gone before. 
 

 
 
Michael Tilson Thomas offered a Stravinsky rarity for a curtain raiser on Friday 
evening: the 1944 Scènes de Ballet, commissioned by Billy Rose for a Broadway 
review. The composer himself conducted its first Cleveland Orchestra performance in 
1947, and Oliver Knussen revived it in 1999. The third performance nineteen years 
later left no strong impression — except perhaps to wish that Stravinsky had made 
the piece just a bit brasher and glitzier in line with its original purpose. But it gave 
principal trumpet Michael Sachs, cellists Mark Kosower and Richard Weiss, the 
violas, horns, and clarinets some interesting incidental solos and duets which were 
striking in themselves. 
 
The evening ended with a sumptuous and emotional performance of Tchaikovsky’s 
Sixth Symphony. Conducting from memory, Tilson Thomas drew colorful, urgent 
playing from the Orchestra, milking the big tunes for all they had to give. Formally, 
the “Pathétique” remains an odd piece whose final and penultimate movements seem 
out of order. But you can’t beat it for sheer pathos and depth of feeling — and 
nobody interrupted its progress by wanting to applaud after the third movement 
march. 
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